The scientific research landscape is changing. Scientists have the ability to generate data at an unprecedented scale and rate: lab techniques are becoming high-throughput; remote sensing deployments are more pervasive and use higher-resolution sensors than ever before; and simulations on high-performance computing (HPC) platforms significantly expand the resolution of spatial and temporal events. As a result, science is becoming a data management problem. Hypotheses can now be tested by evaluating queries over massive datasets in secondary storage -in ferro experiments -rather than relying solely on in situ (field), in vitro (lab), and in silico (simulation) experiments as primary means of scientific discovery. This trend is further accelerated by the massive datasets that are collected, curated, and shared by entire communities of scientists (Boeckmann et al., 2003; IRIS; LSST; SDSS) .
Relational Databases Management Systems
For the past 40 years, the database community has developed relational database management systems. These tools can both execute on a single machine or they can harness the power of a cluster of machines. We first discuss what these mature tools have to offer and the challenges behind exploiting them for scientific data analytics.
Opportunity
Existing (parallel) database management systems, such as SQL Server (Microsoft1; Microsoft2), Oracle (Oracle; Pruscino, 2003) , DB2 (IBM1; IBM2), Teradata (Teradata), and Greenplum (Greenplum) can potentially facilitate scientific data analysis tasks. Each system is equipped with a high-level language (SQL). SQL queries are compiled into a graph of operators called a query plan. The query plan is then executed as a program that can run on a single machine or can be distributed across a cluster of machines. The query plan transforms input data into higher-level data products.
Because database management systems are mature tools, they are designed for and have extensively been applied to processing large datasets (up to Petabytes). In particular, database systems include power features such as indexes, a query optimizer, materialized views, and more. They can thus process vast amounts of data very efficiently. Furthermore, the SQL query language is declarative and it is relatively easy to write at least simple SQL queries. One can thus analyze data without having to manually write programs or scripts.
Challenges
The ability of database management systems to support realistic scientific analysis is not clear; some argue that these systems are wholly ill-suited to the task (Stonebraker et al., 2009 ). Some of their key limitations include: wrong data model (tables instead of, for example, multidimensional arrays), wrong operators (e.g., relational operators instead of specialized scientific operations, lack of integrated support for complex statistical operations on data, etc.), unnecessary features (e.g., why pay the overhead of supporting ACID transactions?), missing features (e.g., provenance, versioning, uncertainty, etc.) .
Database systems are also hard to setup and learn. They typically require a database administrator to setup, operate, and tune. They also require that users create rigid schemas for their data and upload their data into the engine before running any queries on the data. Both steps can be painful and a significant barrier to adoption.
Some Solutions
In spite of the above limitations, many groups have used database systems successfully for science data. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (SDSS) is the poster-child example. The SDSS, completed in 2008, had a transformative effect in Astronomy. This effect is attributable not only to the value of the data it generated, but due to how that data was organized and presented to the world. The SkyServer project enabled anyone to perform their own analysisresearchers, students, and the general public -using SQL and a collection of simple web services. In the Nuage project at the University of Washington, we have also done some recent work where we have successfully used a relational database management system to analyze astronomy simulation data (Loebman et al., 2009 ). These are just two examples but many other groups have benefited from using relational database management systems in their work.
There is also significant ongoing work that tries to address the limitations of existing database management systems. One project at the University of Washington, called SQLShare (Howe) , enables scientists to upload spreadsheets and start to query them directly with SQL without any database setup, schema design, or data reformatting steps. In the Nuage project, we have built a system called SnipSuggest (Khoussainova et al., 2011 ) that assists science users in the SQL query composition process by recommending potentially useful SQL snippets based on the partial query that the user wrote so far. There are also several efforts in the database community to add features such as provenance, uncertainty, and others to existing database systems with the specific aim of supporting science users. Finally, a key new project called SciDB (Rogers et al., 2010) is building a scientific, parallel, database management system from the ground up. The first release of this system is scheduled for this Fall 2010.
Data-Intensive Scalable Computing Systems
A few years ago, a new type of massive-scale data processing platforms have emerged based on Google's MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2004 ) paradigm or equivalent alternatives (e.g., Dryad (Isard et al., 2007) ).
Opportunity
Similar to parallel database management systems, MapReduce-type systems provide the following benefits:
(1) they run on inexpensive shared-nothing clusters; (2) they now provide quick-to-program, declarative interfaces (Hive; Olston et al., 2008) ; and (3) they manage all task parallelization, execution, and failure-handling challenges. These frameworks thus hold the promise to enable cost-effective, massive-scale data analysis.
In contrast to parallel database systems, MapReduce-type systems have the added advantage that they do not require any schema design, nor complex data loading phases. They are also designed to scale to larger-sized clusters than relational databases (thousands of machines instead of tens to hundreds of machines) and they make it easier for users to write specialized user-defined operations to transform their data.
Challenges
While the above opportunities make MapReduce-type systems very attractive, they are still difficult to exploit for scientific analytics.
Many researchers have converted science algorithms into the MapReduce framework (e.g., gene sequencing (Schatz, 2009) , data clustering (Kwon et al., 2010b) , other data mining algorithms (Apache1)). However, the conversion is not trivial as reported in these papers. Additionally, it is difficult for users to convert their analysis tasks in a manner that leads to high-performance (Kwon et al., 2010b; Schatz, 2009) . In general, it is difficult for users to understand the performance they are getting from these systems and get the best out of them. Hence, while it is easier to get started with these systems, the time-to-efficient-solution remains too high for ad-hoc analytics. For complex analysis, MapReduce systems have also been found to be often much slower than parallel database systems (Pavlo et al., 2009 ).
Some Solutions
There is significant excitement and work in the systems and database communities around MapReduce-type systems. This work includes new approaches to making these systems self-tuning (Babu, 2010) , on integrating them with statistical packages such as R (Das et al., 2010) , on improving their efficiency (Ko et al., 2010; Logothetis et al., 2010) , and more. In industry, most parallel database vendors are in fact integrating the two types of tools (Xu et al., 2010) .
In our Nuage project, we have developed new techniques for automatically handling skewed (Kwon et al., 2010b,a) and iterative (Bu et al., 2010) computations. We have also developed tools to better monitor (Morton et al., 2010b,a) and explain the performance implications of these systems.
Cloud Computing
Recently, many companies have started to offer what are called cloud-computing platforms (e.g., (Amazon4; Microsoft4; Google1)). In the cloud-computing approach, users upload their data into a data center owned by one of these companies and uses the company's resources, platforms, and possibly also applications to process that data. Companies charge users on a "pay-as-you-go" basis. That is, users pay for the resources that they use and these resources can scale up and down dynamically over time.
Opportunity
Cloud computing platforms are emerging as particularly well-suited for supporting individual scientists and entire communities in their quest to archive, share, publish, and analyze data. They offer a single logical location for data and access to powerful data management tools for analyzing that data using a pay-as-you-go charging mechanism. Cloud providers such as Microsoft (Microsoft4), Amazon (Amazon4), and Google (Google1) are now offering a variety of data management services that range from highly-scalable systems with simplified query interfaces (e.g., Windows Azure Storage (Microsoft5), Amazon SimpleDB (Amazon3), Google App Engine Datastore (Google2)) to smaller-scale but fully relational systems (SQL Azure (Microsoft3), Amazon RDS (Amazon2)), to data intensive scalable computing systems (Amazon Elastic MapReduce (Amazon1), and to systems that focus on small-scale and query-limited data integration (Google Fusion Tables (Google3)).
Because system administration tasks are for the most part handled by the cloud-service provider, a user can focus his or her data analysis task. These platforms are also ideal means for sharing scientific datasets since all data is logically (and often physically) co-located.
Challenges
Cloud providers are beginning to offer data management capabilities (described above). These "data management as a service" platforms, however, still exhibit important barriers to adoption. First, a user must still typically design a schema to organize her data (e.g., Amazon SimpleDB, Amazon RDS) and port her tools to the cloud. Second, data and tool sharing raise important privacy and interoperability challenges. Finally, a user must still carefully configure the services they need to run (e.g., select the number and capacity of the machines to use in their analysis).
Cloud systems also lack many important features for science users such as data provenance, handling of data uncertainty, etc. Overall, while cloud-computing systems alleviate the burden of system setup and administration, they still have many of the same barriers to adoption as relational database systems or MapReduce-type systems discuss above.
Some Solutions
Several groups have started to port scientific analysis tasks and various science tools into the cloud (Lu et al., 2010; Watson) . These efforts, however, remain limited. In general, cloud-computing remains a new, exciting, and wide-open area for collaborative research between natural scientists and computer scientists.
